
- CASE STUDY -

IMPROVING THE RECRUITING PROCESS 
IN ROMTELECOM

– the former Romanian national provider of  
telecommunication services -

Results one year after the implementation of the Sincron  
recruiting software solution



When your company uses a recruiting process that is complex due to the variety of pro-
fessional profiles that it targets, reducing the costs of the recruiting process and creating 
an optimized database in order to easily manage candidates become essential in order to 
achieve your goals.

Which solution will you choose in order to reduce the necessary time for selection and 
screening, as well as for standardizing your recruiting department’s work procedure?

In 2009, Romtelecom – the Romanian national provider of telecommunication services 
- chose to use the Sincron recruiting software solution in order to improve the compa-
ny’s recruiting processes. One year later, we looked at the key points of this collaboration  
together with our partners.

We invite you to discover the context in which the Sincron solution was used by Romtele-
com and the most important aspects of this collaboration: 

The problem that the company was facing;

Defining the solution and steps of the implementation process;

Results obtained one year after the implementation of the Sincron recruiting 
solution. 
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How complex is Romtelecom’s recruiting process? How does it take place at 
country level?
 
„The complexity of the recruitment process is not only the result of the types of methodologies 
applied, but especially of the variety of professional profiles, with various levels of complexity, 
that need to be approached from the perspective of a constant change in the industry, in market 
demands and, not least, in the company’s structure.’’

Why did you choose to use the Sincron recruiting software solution?
 
„We considered it necessary to implement a software system that supports the recruiting pro-
cess in order to align the recruiting process with the strategic objectives – i.e. in order to improve 
the recruiting process and reduce hiring-related costs. We chose Sincron because it’s a safe, fast 
and reliable solution, that is a good fit for the stages of Romtelecom’s recruiting process.”

What are your main objectives in terms of improving the recruiting process 
by using the Sincron recruiting software?
 
„Our main objective in terms of the implementation of this application was creating an opti-
mized candidate database for the recruiting process. In addition, by using the Sincron solution, 
the time needed for candidate selection and screening was reduced and the work procedure of 
the recruiting organization was standardized.”

1.PROBLEM: 
COMPLEXITY OF ROMTELECOM’S 
RECRUITING PROCESS

2.THE SINCRON RECRUITING 
SOFTWARE SOLUTION & THE 
IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS

How was the HR application customized/adapted based on the nature of the 
retail activity to suit your exact needs?
 
„As a result of the implementation, the feature for automatically importing the organizational 
structure was added and a set of customized reports was created in response to the Recruiting 
Departments reporting needs. Last but not least, the application was adapted to the recruiting 
steps, in accordance with the process that Romtelecom currently uses.”

What were the main challenges related to the implementation of the solution 
in a form adapted to Romtelecom’s needs?
 
„Romtelecom is a complex company, that is constantly changing, and, therefore, the recruiting 
process must constantly be adapted. Therefore, the Sincron solution required a series of cus-
tomizations developed to reach the high standard requested by the internal clients.”

How do you feel about the Sincron team? How was your collaboration with 
the team in terms of the analysis of your needs, the actual implementation of 
the solution, user training?  
 
„The very good, constant communication throughout the HR application implementation pro-
cess was essential in achieving our objectives, especially considering the complexity of the  
features that needed to be implemented. We were happy to find that Sincron’s team is made up 
of professionals.”

What did you most appreciate about Sincron’s team? What do you think could 
use improvement in terms of client relations?
 
„The Sincron team constantly tried to respond to Romtelecom’s requirements in an efficient 
manner. Their answers were always prompt and the development team was mostly open to our 
varied and complex requests.”



How many people use the Sincron application in the recruiting activity?

„A team of six recruiters uses the application and another member of the recruiting team is the 
administrator of the Sincron recruiting software application. Together with this team’s manager, 
there are eight application users in total.”

12 months after the implementation, what do you feel are the benefits of 
using this solution?  
 
„The benefit of such a solution is the reduction of the time allocated for the administrative part 
of the process. This way, specialists can allocate more time to the actual recruiting process.”

What is the most helpful thing about Sincron in the context of the recruiting 
process?
 
„The main benefits of using the Sincron application are the minimization of the time allocated 
to the administrative stage of the recruiting process, the development of a dynamic database  
containing all the candidates that apply for a position with Romtelecom and, especially, 
facilitating the information flow between the members of the recruiting team.”

What features of this program do you find to be the most useful?
 
„In Romtelecom’s specific case, we find that having a clear representation of the steps of the 
recruiting process and the possibility of managing these steps is useful. Another advantage is 
immediate identification by means of reports of the candidates in accordance with a necessary 
profile – in addition, we can keep clear records of the candidates’ history and their involvement 
in the recruiting projects.”

What could be improved? What would you change about Sincron to make it 
even more useful?
 
„The Sincron recruiting software is an application that we now use on a regular basis. We consid-
er it absolutely necessary for a quick and professional recruiting process. We don’t believe that 
any changes are necessary for the moment, only an optimization of the application’s response 
times.”

RESULTS ONE YEAR AFTER THE 
IMPLEMENTATION CONCLUSION

These have been the key elements that marked the use of Sincron as a 
recruiting process management solution by Romtelecom during the first 12 
months. In short, the Sincron team successfully implemented a solution 
adapted to Romtelecom’s needs through:

Facilitation of the alignment of the recruiting process with the strategic 
objectives;

Safety, speed and reliability offered by the solution, that adapted to the 
stages of a complex recruiting process;

Reduction of the time allocated for the administrative part of the 
recruiting process;

Development of a dynamic database containing all the company’s  
candidates;

Facilitation of the information flow between the members of the 
recruiting team;

Constant communication and openness during the complex implementa-
tion process.

These are benefits that all our clients can enjoy by choosing the recruiting 
solution, as a part of Sincron HR Software platform – a solution that responds 
to the most complex organizational and implementation needs.  

However, the Sincron HR Software application remains flexible enough to 
respond promptly to the needs of local clients, being perfectly adapted to the 
Romanian recruiting market.
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A single HR platform means process optimization, high response speed, increased de-
gree of control, easy communication and efficient use of resources.

As a B2B software and service provider, HR Sincron acts in most cases as a personal data 
processor, empowered by its customers, in their capacity as personal data controllers.

Because of this, HR Sincron strictly observes the GDPR requirements. There has been 
a process of alignment with the provisions of the EU Regulation so that the Sincron HR 
Software platform and all related processes and activities comply with the requirements 
of the new EU legislation.

Sincron HR Software clients use an HR software solution and complementary services 
that maintain the quality standards and meet new legal requirements.
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ABOUT SINCRON HR SOFTWARE

Sincron HR Software is a Human Capital Management (HCM) 
solution that manages the following HR processes in a centralized 
manner:
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1. Organization Management;
2. Recruitment;
3. Onboarding;
4. Personnel Management;
5. Time and Attendance;
6. Payroll;
7. Performance and Goals;
8. Training Management;
9. Employee Self-Service;
10. Internal Communication;
11. HR Analyses and Reports.



SINCRON HR SOFTWARE’S CONSULTANTS 
ARE THERE FOR YOU!

When choosing the Sincron HR Software platform, as an all-in-one, integrated software or 
just part of its solutions, you can rely on the consulting services provided by our experts, 
such as: HR process audit and (re)design, implementation consulting, user training or per-
sonalized developments. 

We have implemented HR software solutions for over a hundred medium and large com-
panies (from several hundred employees to tens of thousands). Each project had its pecu-
liarities, so in addition to experience with HR technology, we have a good understanding of 
the specificity of each field.

We offer the know-how accumulated in all these projects through our consulting services, 
complementary to the sale and implementation of the Sincron HR Software platform. 
What do we do for you specifically? 

If you decide to use the Sincron HR Software solution, our business consultants and 
analysts will help you overcome the challenges of implementing a piece of HR software 
more quickly, so that you can benefit from the right solution and with immediate visible 
results.

Choose a trusted partner in this process!

TALK TO A CONSULTANT

We identify key information about your HR department and company;

We identify processes and flows that can be automated and/or substantially im-
proved;
 
We objectively evaluate the alternatives in relation to company’s needs;

We define together a list of required features according to your area of activity;

We develop an implementation plan and prioritize activities;

We ensure the correct implementation of the solution, in the configuration chosen, 
at each stage of the project.  

https://eu.sincronhr.com/hr-services/

